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scorn and only the concerted efforts of Colin and
Steven can help to reassme the old min and get
Andrew away next morning before le can con
front the mother
The psychological motivation is not four
credible but tins compassionate and close lout
play with the past haunting the present recalls
Ibsen especially since Andrew is an ignoble
counterpart of Gregers Werle in The Wild Due?
tfie Co, 1ractcr    1969
Five men leisurely assemble and later dismantle
a huge tent for the weddu g of the contractor s
daughter while members of the family drift in and
oat The workers banter and taunts ind the
family casual talk hint at hidden huits but the
locus of the play is the actual work on the tent—
is in lonesco a thmg —presented here with no
"•bsuidity or phantasy but with almost the faith
fulness of documentary for fetorey can draw on
lus own expenence of the job
The image is however metaphorical and because
he play cannot be confined to any one defini
tion Storey finds it one of his most satisfying
worts He sometimes sees it as somehow
related to the decline and falling away of capitalist
society or at a metaphor for artistic creation
\et it shll continues to make sense—and com
plete sense—as the story of these men who put up
thia tent and that s that
Sow    1970
Sitting at a garden table on the only fr<vo chairs
available two ageing gentlemen Jack (Ealph
Piehardson) and Harry (Gielgud) gently and
diffidently make conversation Jack slightly more
dapper and prone to pointless family anecdote
usually takes the initiative in their exchange of
dated cliches and banalities The broken phrases
refer to wives now separated ambitions unfulfilled
the clouds but real communication can only be
unspoken and there is sad irony in Jack's Bo
lare these days nowadays to meet someone to
whom one can actually talk
"When these leave then places aie taken by two
lough Cor blimey women full of prurient
innuendo and scandal and when the gentlemen
return arid courteously escort the ladies to
corn beef hash it has gradually become ap
parent that this is a mental home Act n
begins with the entry of a leucotomfeed young
man who aimlessly shifts the furniture about
The play heart breaking m its naturalistic
fidelity to human inadequacy is handicapped by
some monotony of incident and dialogue But
liie Beckett s Godot also a strange quintet it
worts through poetic suggestion The ironic title
and the furniture inadequate for 2000 people are
significant as is the apparently irrelevant juxta
position of phrases which are in themselves
jinbiguous metaphors ( This little island
Shan t see its like Oh no The snn has
set Couple of hours )
But the decline of hope and vitality (perhaps that
of England herself) is most potently expressed by
the unadorned shape of the play the decline of the
day from morning to evening the sky overcast
the ram that of the old men s silent tears
Cecil P Taylor
Taylor is quizzically interested m left wing
types especially their inconsistencies and fallacies
He is very successful in a brisk brief comedy hke
Allergy 1966 (P) In Bread and Butter 1866 (P)
bis naturalistic outline biography of two Jewish
couples in the Gorbals between 1931 and 1065
is sympathetically done but too slight to sustain
the full length play
Peter Terson (b 1033)
Terson is a prolific writer with a. talent for
fertile fluent dialogue which immediately estab-
lishes personalities and relationships His most
successful work has been done hi active co opera
tion with two directors Cheeseman and Croft
In 1968 while working as a games master in the
Vale of Evesham, TersoDi first contacted Cheese
man director at Stoke-on Trent whose policy it
 is to find writers rather than plays and through
his encouragement and suggestions Terson wrote
several plays located m the Vale A recurrent
theme of these is the mysterious power of nature
as opposed to urban sophistication and as in
Kudkmd s Afore Niglit Come (g v ) a sinister theme
often runs through them Cheeseman considers
Terson s greatest gift is his capacity to write in
a way that is both very funny and profoundly
serious at the same tune
The Evesham plays include A Night to &<&e the
Angels Weep 1363 The Mighty Ft&ervoy 19S4 P
I m m Charge of These Rums 1966 All Honour
Mr Todd 1966 and Mooney and His Caraians
1967 P
Terson became known nationally through his
remarkable collaboration with Michael Croft
director of the NYT For Zigger Zagget (P)
there was only a fragmentary script which
was built up on stage by Terson Croft and the
actors Even The Apprentices (P) which began
with a clear line of development was considerably
modified during rehearsal when Terson feels stimu
lated by the reactions of director and actors
He writes about youngsters with affectionate
zest and exuberant humour vividly aware of the
lack of opportunity offered by modern society to
the younger school leaver
7igger Zaoger    1967    P
Dorolna^mg the play is a remarkable manipula
tion of a youthful football crowd which acts as a
living backcloth to the scene Harry school
leaver and near delinquent is ho possessed by its
Dionysiac frenzy that he is opaque to all efforts of
authoritative figures such as the youth officer and
respectable relatives to gear him into a Job
Eventually grudgingly accepting hfes economic
demands he becomes an apprentice
Tlie Apprentices    1968    P
Duimg mid day breaks in a factory yard
crowded and animated as a Breughel overalled
apprentices play football fight flirt and wrangle
The flurried foreman and older hands caustic
yet tolerant act as foil
The chief personalities are vividly presented
in the round In the centre is the derisive ir
repressible Bagley priding himself on his rebel s
instinct kindly at heart yet an enthusiast for
the barbarous initiation ritual But the
progress of events leaves him stranded Led by
the studious GeofE his fellows including Harry
are gaining qualifications and getting on and out
The factory modernised will need brains not
muscle and all have lost interest in the mitia
tion ' Bagley a married man at 18 his wife
already pregnant after a brief holiday encounter
ruefully drifts towards the older fitters he had
despised
Fuze 1969
The crowd techniques of the N Y T were again
deployed m a lively dramatising of student pro
test movements but students own lack of a
positive unifying purpose became reflected m the
play in itself
Synng Heeled Jack    1970
The setting for another NYT play now
directed by Barrie Butter is the rowdy yard of a
crowded block of council flats lop just hack
from prison for petty larceny finds scant sym
pathy from the noisy mixed population He
becomes suspected of murdering an old tramp and
in the mounting hysteria he is identified with
the mythical terrorist and voyeur Spring Heeled
Jack Only the intervention of a sympathetic
Negro saves him
The central momentum of the play tends to be
dissipated hi extraneous currents of action and
farcical episodes
Jose Triana fb 1831)
Triana bom in Cuba spent four years in Madrid
but returned to Cuba after Castro s revolution and
has now written several plays

